
The Jewish Home Family has rolled out an innovative 
system in its facilities using state-of-the-art video 
gaming technology to provide enhanced physical 
therapy and exercise for residents.

The Virtual Rehab Program (VRP) goes beyond the 
Wii system that has been in place for years, using 
Microsoft’s cutting-edge Kinect sensors, typically 
available to consumers with the Xbox One gaming 
system, but with an entire suite of software custom-
developed by the Jewish Home’s rehab partner, 
Functional Pathways.

The system is immersive, with sensors monitoring 
the person’s entire body, transposing their 
movements onto the screen as they confront various 
gamified scenarios. The system is specifically 

designed for physical and occupational therapy to 
treat neuromotor and/or orthopedic impairments. 
Together with Functional Pathways’ Clinical 
Mapping Tool, VRP incorporates state-of-the-
art technology and real-time feedback into core 
therapy programs such as fall prevention, balance, 
mobility, motor control and re-learning, postural 
coordination, bilateral coordination, muscle 
strengthening, flexibility and range of motion, 
spasticity management, functional training, and 
assessment.

The system will adjust the activity based on whether 
the user is sitting or standing and whether they use 
an assistive device such as a cane or walker. Long-
term residents, as well as short-term rehab patients, 
are presented with challenges, such as kicking a 

virtual soccer ball into a goal, or 
guiding a fish that responds to their 
movements to swim in a particular 
direction – thereby exercising and 
measuring their range of motion.

“The use of technology transports 
the patient to another world where 
they can ride a motorcycle, ski or 
play football,” says Director of 
Rehabilitation, Ilana Dallas. “The 
patient is having fun while doing 
therapy, which allows for greater 
participation and better results.”

VRP has been incorporated into 
an “Enhanced Rehab” calendar 
with digital activities geared for 

the short-term patients, joining cognitive, spiritual, 
horticulture and massage therapies as well as all the 
traditional therapies offered at the Jewish Home.

The program is being deployed at the Jewish Home 
at Rockleigh, Jewish Home Assisted Living and the 
Jewish Home at Home’s Gallen Adult Day Health 
Care Center.

High school-age volunteers interested in computing, 
gaming or a career in therapy are also being trained 
to operate the system to maximize its availability 
and use during weekends and off-hours. To 
volunteer, please contact Stacey Orden at sorden@
jewishhomefamily.org or 201-518-1175.

JHR resident Theodore Bekiarides participates in Virtual Rehab.

JHR resident Betty Schoenfeld participates in Virtual Rehab.
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Genetics of Aging Study with Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Sunni Herman, Executive Vice President & Administrator, Jewish Home at Rockleigh

Why do some people live longer 
than others? Can a genetic factor be 
involved? Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine in the Bronx has teamed up 
with the Jewish Home to explore if a 
genetic connection is possible. The 
Longevity Genes Project aims to find 
out if there is a common gene for those 
living independently over the age of 95. 
Their hope is to discover specific genes 
that may enable people to live long and 
healthy lives. The Jewish Home Family 
is its first long-term care organization 
collaborator in New Jersey.

Led by the Director of the Institute 
for Aging, Dr. Nir Barzilai, an Israeli 
born physician, Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine has studied over 
500 healthy individuals over the age 
of 95 in this region. All participants 
are Ashkenazi Jews from central 
Europe; they are the focus of the 
study because of their relatively 
isolated family roots. This helps to 
limit many of the genetic differences 
that can occur between individuals, 
while at the same time highlighting 
the factors that may impact disease 

and longevity. Specifically, the DNA 
of genes involved in cholesterol 
metabolism is being studied to show 
a connection to longevity. They have 
also been studying mitochondrial 
proteins to find patterns in their 
subjects. Through this study, Dr. 
Barzilai hopes to find ways to delay 
the effects of aging and prevent the 
development of fatal diseases.

As of March 2016, the Jewish Home 
Family included over 45 individuals 
aged 95 and over; 32 living at the 
Jewish Home at Rockleigh, 8 at the 
Jewish Home Assisted Living, 2 who 
attend the Gallen Adult Day Health 
Care Center, and 5 in the Jewish Home 
at Home Care Management Programs. 
90% of these individuals are Jewish. 
Researchers are focusing on those 
who were living independently at 
age 95 with 4 Ashkenazi Jewish 
grandparents. Eighteen Jewish Home 
clients fit this bill.

Einstein nurses came to the Jewish 
Home to obtain vital statistics from 
participants, ask pointed questions 
regarding lifestyle, and take blood 
samples. A brief non-invasive physical 
examination was also administered. 
In most cases, family members of the 
Jewish Home participants were present 
during the interviews.

Carol Silberstein, daughter of a Jewish 
Home at Rockleigh study participant, 
said of the experience, “How wonderful 
that my 95 year old mother has the 
opportunity to participate in this study. 
We are hopeful that Dr. Barzilai’s 
research will lead to the development 
of treatments to enable all of us to live 
long, productive and healthy lives.” Her 
mother, Ruth Krongold added, “I was 
thrilled that I was able to answer the 
questions posed by the nurse who came 
to see me, and also, that I can still add 
better than most people!”

The Jewish Home will further participate 
in Einstein’s sister study, Longenity, 
that enrolls offspring of individuals 
with exceptional longevity. Ashkenazi 
Jewish individuals who are aged 65 or 
older and whose one or both parents 
lived to at least age 95 are eligible. In this 
study, researchers follow participants 
longitudinally, with yearly study visits, 
to understand the role of longevity genes 
on aging over time. Family members of 
residents participating in the original 
study are being contacted by Einstein to 
participate in this second study.

The Jewish Home is very proud to be 
a living laboratory for this remarkable 
research. Please contact us at 201-750-
4246 if you know someone who would 
qualify to be a study participant.Debra Trock - Study Nurse from Einstein & Richard Millman, Gallen Adult Day Health Care participant

Jewish Home Family Rolls Out Virtual Rehab Program
Ezra Halevi, Director of Community Relations & Outreach, Jewish Home Family



J E W I S H  H O M E  F A M I L Y :

Looking Ahead
Carol Silver Elliott, President & CEO, Jewish Home Family

Dear Friends,

We continue to work on the development of the new 
property that we’ve acquired at One Pond Road in 
Rockleigh. It is a six acre parcel directly behind the 
Jewish Home at Rockleigh and it represents tremendous 
opportunities for us to update, enhance and grow. The 
property has a building on it now, a warehouse and offices, 
and that space is rented for about another year so we are 

gearing our efforts to move forward when the property is no longer occupied.

How are we going about this process? We began a year ago, before we even 
knew that this property would be available. We had a full-scale market 
research study conducted by PMD Advisory Services, an organization that 
specializes in research and market analysis in the senior market. PMD’s 
comprehensive study helped us to identify our areas of potential opportunity 
and define the market in which we exist.

When we learned of the availability of One Pond Road, and eventually 
purchased it, we also convened a Strategic Planning Task Force, comprised 
of board members from all of our entities as well as some key management 
staff. That team has been facilitated by experts from Perkins Eastman, an 
organization with extensive experience in planning and design for both 
health care and senior living. We’ve had a number of meetings, reviewing 
the market data, understanding the trends that are impacting our industry, 
and discussing and prioritizing. Those discussions led to a larger planning 
meeting, with other team members helping to develop a variety of scenarios.

The next step was a large-scale meeting, or charrette, where we presented 
the trends and scenarios at a session that was open to all board members and 
members of the management staff. We had a great afternoon of discussion 
and the sharing of ideas and had great input on the various scenarios.

But just having good ideas is not enough—not by a long shot!  We’re working 
hard on two more key elements that will help us determine direction. First, 
we are doing some financial modeling to help us figure out what the scope 
and structure are to make sure that whatever we do is of benefit both to our 
community and to the Jewish Home Family. We’ve also been conducting 
a “capital campaign assessment,” which involves doing some research, 
including key interviews, to determine what level of capital campaign we 
might successfully conduct.

Those key pieces, combined, will help us to determine how we should 
move forward. At the same time, we are working with the leadership at the 
Borough of Rockleigh so that we can move as effectively as possible through 
any planning and zoning processes we need to undertake.

There are a lot of moving parts to this effort, that is for certain, and a lot of 
folks involved to make it possible. We are excited about the possibilities 
that are before us. What a great way to begin our second century 
of service!

All the best,

In 2012, in anticipation of the 
Centennial Celebration of the Jewish 
Home in 2015, the Jewish Home 
Family undertook the large and 
arduous task of developing a historical 
archive of important photographic 
and printed materials that tells the 
story of the Jewish Home.

The goal of the archiving project was 
threefold: to organize the voluminous 
collection of news clippings, 
newsletters, photography and video; 
to preserve these items properly; and 
to make it available to anyone who 
was interested in viewing it.

The project, which took over three 
years before it came to fruition, 
involved many staff and volunteer 
hours of sorting through and 
organizing boxes of photos and 
records, consulting with professional 
archivists, finding a physical location 
to house the catalogued materials, 
developing a computer platform 
that would enable the materials to be 

viewed in an structured fashion, and 
finally digitizing the materials thus 
enabling them to be uploaded to the 
Jewish Home’s website.

The result is an amazing collection of 
historic materials, ranging from old 
16 mm films to newspaper clippings 
as early as 1949 recalling Benny 
Goodman’s appearance at the Home’s 
Gala that year, years of Gala and Golf 
Outing photos, as well as the more 
recent videos that are reflective of the 
Jewish Home Family’s senior services 
and successes.

We can’t say the project is done, 
because it never will be! The 
cataloguing and digitizing of historic 
materials continues, and of course, 
current and future materials as well. 
If you have any materials about the 
Jewish Home that you believe should 
be included in the archive, please 
contact Melanie Cohen at 201-750-4231 
or mcohen@jewishhomefamily.org.

Access to the Jewish Home Family 
Archive is available to residents, staff 
and visitors at computer kiosks in both 
the Rockleigh and River Vale facilities, 
as well as by visiting the Archive’s 
website  at www.jhfarchives.org or 
www.jewishhomefamily.org.

Fair warning! If you take a look, be 
prepared to be immersed for hours. 
The materials are both informative 
and mesmerizing.

This past winter, the Jewish Home Assisted Living (JHAL) once again applied 
for the prestigious status of Advanced Standing. We recently received the 
final approval and once again we are a part of a small group of assisted 
living facilities in State of New Jersey that has this status. Those facilities that 
voluntarily participate in this program meet higher standards than are required 
by Local, State and Federal agencies. To be exact there are only 72 facilities (out 
of over 280 assisted living  facilities) that participate in this program.

In the late winter, JHAL was pleased to have three new additions to the team. 
Pat Alfano, R.N. recently joined the team to lead our Nursing Department as 
the Director of Health Services. Pat has over 25 years of experience in providing 
care in the long-term arena. In addition, Lorie Grogan, R.N. also joined our 
family as the Wellness Liaison. Lorie will be assisting Pat in ensuring that we 
continue to provide the high standard quality of care for all of our residents 
and their family members. Pat and Lorie will be an integral part in bringing 
new and innovative services to JHAL. In April we also had a new Director of 
Environmental Services, Aleph Thomas, join us. Aleph will be overseeing the 
day-to-day operation for Housekeeping and Maintenance.

Of course we have saved the best for last!!! On May 2, 2016, JHAL FINALLY 
broke ground on a new 2,700 square foot community room that will be located 
near the main dining room. This room will allow us to provide more of a 
variety in our Program Department, and ultimately enhance the daily lives of 
the residents. We are hopeful that this expansion will be completed in time for 
the annual Hanukkah party!

100 Year History in Jewish Home Archives
Melanie S. Cohen, CFRE, Executive Director, Jewish Home Foundation

OUR PATRONS’

Special Dates

Nadine & Steve Posnansky In Memory of Lily & Milton Hochron Jun 5   

Norman Seiden In Memory of Barbara Seiden Jun 5

Rheba Golub In Memory of Murray Golub Jun 7

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner In Memory of Rabbi Sherman P. Kirshner Jun 8   

Judy & Ary Freilich Wedding Anniversary Jun 8

Debbie & Donald Aronson Wedding Anniversary Jun 11

Dorothy & Aaron Henschel Wedding Anniversary Jun 12

Elaine Adler In Memory of Myron Adler Jun 12

Judy & Bob Cook Wedding Anniversary Jun 16

Jesse Izak Happy Birthday Jun 16

Melanie & Jeffrey Cohen Wedding Anniversary Jun 16

Winni Wilzig Happy Birthday Jun 18

Rachel & Charles Berkowitz Wedding Anniversary Jun 19

Englewood Hospital & Celebrating 125th Anniversary Jun 25 
   Medical Center 

Max Hudson Goldstein Happy Birthday Jun 27

Mindy Sprung Happy Birthday Jun 27

Cheryl & Edward Dauber Wedding Anniversary Jun 29

Ronnie & Edward Grossmann Wedding Anniversary Jul 4

Marilyn & Leon Sokol Wedding Anniversary Jul 12

Myrna Weissman In Memory of Ira J. Weissman Jul 14

Arlene Zweifler In Memory of Rae Zweifler Jul 16

Nancy & Larry Epstein Wedding Anniversary Jul 19

Abigail Liron Bruhim Happy Birthday Jul 23

Allison Jaffin & Seth Unger Wedding Anniversary Jul 24

Tobi & Scott Weinstein Wedding Anniversary Aug 3

Susanne Brunell In Memory of Albert Brunell Aug 4

Zvi Marans & Nina Kampler Wedding Anniversary Aug 7

Donna & David Schweid Wedding Anniversary Aug 7

Howard Lippman Happy Birthday Aug 8

Adler Aphasia Center Established in 2003 Aug 26

Margie & Brett Harwood Wedding Anniversary Aug 30

With Spring Comes New Beginnings
Lauren Levant, Executive Director, Jewish Home Assisted Living



Builders of the World:  2016 BONEH OLAM ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM

Newly installed art exhibits at the 
Jewish Home at Rockleigh and Jewish 
Home Assisted Living in River Vale 
displayed the artwork of residents 
with Alzheimer’s and dementia. 
The galleries were opened with 
ceremonies honoring the artists and 
inviting their family and friends to 
view their creations.

The works were created though an 
innovative program called Opening 
Minds Through Art (OMA). OMA 
was founded in 2007 by Dr. Elizabeth 
Lokon at the Scripps Gerontology 
Center at Miami University in Ohio. 
Believing that there is a wealth of 
untapped potential in the minds of 
people with dementia, she decided to 
create a program that could tap into 
the person “trapped” by the illness. 

Directors of Recreation at the Jewish 
Home Assisted Living, Jewish Home 
at Rockleigh, Gallen Adult Day 
Health Care Center and the Jewish 
Home Family’s Director of Volunteers 
attended an intensive training to be 
able to bring the OMA program back 
to their respective entities and train 
the volunteers necessary to implement 
the program.

Upon their return, the group 
demonstrated the program to staff at 
the Jewish Home Family’s facilities, as 
well as to a larger group of potential 
volunteers. Volunteers were required 
to commit to attending the full 
semester of sessions in order to be 
considered.

We also recruited and hired an artist 
to help facilitate the program and plan 
ongoing projects in all settings. The 
program was met with enthusiasm 
by volunteers and the initial sessions 
were scheduled at three locations.

The structure of the program is such 
that staff members assist, bringing 
supplies when needed, and offering 
choices when possible. At each session, 
resident artists are presented with 
real art as inspiration. They choose 

their project 
and create it 
in a way that 
they prefer. 
The volunteer 
is there to 
help but not 
do the work. 
Volunteers are 
trained to keep 
interruptions 
to a minimum 
and to use “art talk” about color, 
contrast, etc., rather than “good job” 
or other generic encouragement.

The program’s mission is “building 
bridges across age and cognitive 
barriers through art.” Using 
volunteers who undergo training 
in the curriculum, participants are 
presented with structured choices of 
materials, colors and methods.

“What’s most important about OMA 
isn’t the creation of art,” explains 
Jewish Home Family President & 
CEO Carol Silver Elliott. 
“It’s about providing 
individuals who have 
cognitive impairments 
with an opportunity to 
express themselves, to 
make choices and to be 
engaged in a way that 
is both adult and failure 
free. Yet the result is 
amazing art, all inspired 
by real works of modern 
art. If you haven’t 
seen the exhibits at the 

Rockleigh campus or in Memory Lane 
at the Jewish Home Assisted Living, 
please come visit. You’ll be glad you 
did!”

The second session is now in 
progress —we have trained additional 
volunteers and plan to send 
additional staff for leadership training 
as well. If you are interested in  
volunteering for this rewarding  
project, please contact Stacey Orden  
at sorden@jewishhomefamily.org or 
201-518-1175.

Jewish Home Gallery Honors Those with Dementia Through Art
Ezra Halevi, Director of Community Relations & Outreach, Jewish Home Family

Master Builder
The Russell Berrie Foundation
The Kaplen Foundation

Designer
Marion & Albert Hess
Norman Seiden

Builder
Elaine Adler
Joan & Robert Hess
Eva Holzer
William Lippman
Henry & Marilyn Taub Foundation

Architect
Lucille J. Amster
Judy & Marc Joseph –
   Amy Klette Newman Foundation
Norma & Sol D. Kugler
Lewis Family Trust –
   Larry Levy, Trustee

Draftsman
Anonymous
Harley & Eli Ungar
Lynne & Marty Zaikov

Engineer
Lovey Beer
Michelle & Gary Bettman
Anita & Howard Blatt
Myrna & Yale Block
Englewood Hospital & Medical Center
Eleanor Epstein
Judy & Ary Freilich
Judy & Jonathan Furer
Gayle & Mel Gerstein
The Burton & Anne Greenblatt Fdtn
Debbie & Stuart Himmelfarb
Richard H. Holzer Memorial Fdtn
Henry & Elaine Kaufman Foundation

Arlene & Donald Kesselman
Sherri & Howard Lippman
The Martin Family
Maxine & Robert Peckar
Jayne & David Petak
Rampart Benefit Planning
Rachel & Michael Rimland
Cheryl & Mordecai Rosenberg
Donna & David Schweid
The Shapiro Family Foundation
The Sylvia & Stanley Shirvan Fdtn
Mindy & Barry Sprung
Valley National Bank
The Weiss Family Foundation
The Zaro Family

Planner
Anonymous
Gloria & Wilson Aboudi
Tina & Ron Aroesty
Barnett Design, Inc.
Jane & George Bean
Barry Blecher
Janet & Bernard Bober
Judith & Robert Cook
Crestron Electronics
Cheryl & Edward Dauber
Rena Rosenberg & Roy Davidovitch
Marion & Curt de Jonge
Marvin Eiseman
Carl Epstein
Susan & Jack Feiler
Esther & Warren Feldman
Eva Lynn & Leo Gans
Wendy & Richard Goldstein
Rheba Golub
Gralla Family Philanthropic Fund
Rosalind Green
Margie & Brett Harwood
Dorothy & Aaron Henschel

HomeWell Senior Care
IPPC Pharmacy
Robin & Robert Jaffin
Eva & Howard Jakob
Miriam Kassel
Linda & Ilan Kaufthal
Stephanie & Barry Kissler
Judy & Joseph Klyde
Lee Langbaum
Lapin Family Foundation
Arlene & Howard Lemelson
Kathy & Richard Leventhal
Bernice & Herb Levetown
Beth & Rafael Levin
Lisa & Bruce Mactas
Pearl Ann Marco
Rita Merendino
Isabel Merians
Beth & Mark Metzger Foundation
Ana & Henoch Moher
Network Doctor
The Oster Family Foundation
Roberta Abrams Paer & Lew Paer
Ilene & Howard Pakett
JoAnn Hassan & Martin Perlman
Pharmscript, LLC
Linda & Kalmon Post
Jill Melnick & Ron Sedley
Diane & Mark Seiden
Pearl Seiden
Shapiro, Croland, Reiser,
   Apfel & DiIorio, LLP
Carol & Alan Silberstein
Marilyn & Leon Sokol
Jeanette & Seymour Spira
Elizabeth & Michael Sternlieb
Iris & Norbert Strauss
Lilo Thurnauer
VNA of Englewood

Tobi & Scott Weinstein
Barry Wien
Bertha Witt - Rubin Cohen Fdtn
Fran Ziegelheim

Apprentice
Debbie & Donald Aronson
Pearl & Michael Bergstein
Berit & Martin Bernstein
Gail & Gene Bokor
Laura & Douglas Brown
Susanne Brunell
Geri & David Cantor - Elayne Bross
Melanie & Jeff Cohen
Cornell Surgical Co.
Carol Silver Elliott & Thomas Elliott
Nancy & Larry Epstein
Functional Pathways
Amie Gartenberg
Sandra & Arnold Gold
Amy & Jeffrey Goldsmith
Steven Morey Greenberg
Beth & Harvey Gross
Ronnie & Edward Grossmann
Gutterman & Musicant
   Jewish Funeral Directors
Sunni & Jonathan Herman
Margi & Irwin Hirshberg
Viviana & Robert Holzer
Terri & Lawrence Katz
Donna & Glenn Kissler
Marie Adler-Kravecas & Saul 
Kravecas
Gail & David Lazarus
Lauren & Rick Levant
Naomi Levine
Cynthia & Stanley Low
Nina Kampler & Zvi Marans
Beth & Jay Nadel
Susan & Deane Penn

Ethel & Irving Plutzer Foundation
Precision Health
Sylvia & Robert Rachesky
Daniel Rubin
Nancy & David Sharp
Ava & Steven Silverstein
Nancy & David Simpson
Ellen & Lloyd Sokoloff
Cynthia & Abe Steinberger
Ellen Strahl
Roslyn Swire
Shelley & Ira Taub
Benay & Steven Taub
Louis Tekel
Zoya & Vitaly Volkov
Rona & Arthur Weinberg
Inge Wolff & Family

Novice
Eden Memorial Chapels - Frank Patti
B. Foschino & Son Landscape
Susan & George Freed
Sharon & Kenneth Kaufmann
Dori & Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner
Leonard Mactas
Rabbis Paula Feldstein
   & Jordan Millstein
Plante Moran
Nadine & Steve Posnansky
Sheila & Gabe Schlisser
Judy Schmutter
Martin A. Schwartz
Mona Streit
Veritiv Corp.
Karen & David Weiss
Martha Zilbert
Lori & David Zoll

“Happy is he who performs a good deed: for he may tip the scales for himself and the world”   — Talmud: Kiddushin 40:2

As of May 9, 2016

OMA Exhibit Opened on February 7, 2016
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Sweet Memories Supper Club
Ezra Halevi, Director of Community Relations & Outreach, Jewish Home Family

Stepping out to dinner is second nature to many of 
us. However, for those families where one member 
is living with dementia, a dinner out is not that 
easy. The idea for the Supper Club came up at a 
Caregiver’s Support Group. Several spouses reflected 
that their social lives have become diminished as it 
becomes harder to get out and friends no longer seem 
interested in socializing with them. They also express 
that their partners no longer engage in conversation 
in the same way as they did prior to their diagnosis. 

With this in mind, the Jewish Home partnered 
with Noah’s Ark in Teaneck to establish the Sweet 
Memories Supper Club. Noam and Shelly Sokolow, 
owners of Noah’s Ark, spoke of their commitment to 
this program. Over the years they have had a loyal 
clientele, some who now live with dementia, and who 
they no longer see at the restaurant. They wanted to 
offer an opportunity for them to socialize in a warm, 
supportive environment.

The setting was private as well as warm and 
welcoming with candlelit tables scattered throughout 
the space. The couples enjoyed a nice dinner, among 
a group that understands each other’s challenges. 
Each wife received a corsage, prompting one woman 
to say, “I don’t remember the last time I received 
flowers.” Portraits of the couples were taken.  It was 
truly a date night.

The couples expressed how much they enjoyed 
mingling with each other and the support staff that 
attended as well.

The Supper Club meets monthly at Noah’s Ark in 
Teaneck. To find out when the next date is, please 
contact Ezra at ehalevi@jewishhomefamily.org or 
201-518-1176.

SAVE THE DATE 
Sunday, October 9, 2016

Annual Gala 
HONORING

MYRNA & YALE BLOCK
Special Guest

Peter Yarrow
Renowned and inspirational

musician, folksinger & social activist,
who has entertained generations

of audiences since
Peter, Paul & Mary

Journal ad information will be mailed in July
and Invitations for the Gala, in August
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